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Abstract  
The study is aims to examine whether the adoption of accounting measurement of AIS/IFRS standards has 
resulted in more relevant financial information for decision making or not. This study examines the use of fair 
value measurement on value of financial instruments to capture if there is any effect on the market value of 
financial companies. Ohlson (1995) framework has been employed to investigate this relationship. The Jordanian 
financial sector was the sample for the study during the years from 2012 to 2016. Our study findings, based on 
the results of correlation and multiple regression analysis showed that, market value of Jordanian financial 
companies is significantly positively related to financial instruments measured by fair values. The final result 
assured that; the new accounting measurements methods such as fair values are value relevant for Jordanian 
financial companiesduring all period of the study.  
Keywords: IAS 39, IFRS 9, IFRS 13, market value, Jordan, financial sector 
1. Introduction 
The contribution of Ball and Brown study in 1968 was the starting point for almost all research concerning the 
relevant values of accounting information. Their study assured the relationship between accounting information 
such as earnings, cash flows, and book values of equity and market values such as share prices and income.  
Developing countries such as Jordan is similar to more developed countries started to adapt its accounting 
systems with the new approaches of accounting measurements such as fair value (FV) whom considered more 
relevant accounting measurement than historical cost, based on the fact that fair value reflects the current market 
prices and conditions. However, developing countries are also accused by the lack of necessary efficient market 
that is a vital requirement for the application of such measurement (Tan et al., 2015). Hence, it is still 
questionable whether fair value measurement could produce more relevant information than that of historical 
cost in these developed countries? And whether the new accounting standards in general can or should be 
adopted in such countries.  
Measurement of assets using fair value in developing countries was regarded irrelevant for several reasons such 
as, the lack of active markets to assets and liabilities measured at fair value, because measurement in such 
markets makes fair values estimations based on subjective management methods; this consequently produce 
irrelevant and unreliable information for decision making. Another problem associated with the use of  fair 
value in developing countries arise from the high costs associated with such values especially for medium and 
small size entities; therefore it is expected that such obtained values to be unbeneficial and contradicts with the 
concept of information cost/ benefit value for producing information. Another problem is also related for this 
measurement arise when considerable amount of income that recognized under such fair values measurements is 
capable to distort the real income due to the inclusion of unrealized gains or losses in financial statements. These 
reported figures create greater volatility in income and share prices (Barth, 2006). 
For many decades developed countries as mentioned were accused by the lack of the necessary requirements for 
efficient market which reflects actual values; hence, it is advisable to apply fair values measurement in such 
markets. To stand on the reality of such accusation most of developed and emerged markets started to investigate 
whether they are fit for such measurements or not. Some researchers argued that, it is too early to give prior 
judgments on developing countries for fair value adoption due to their doubts that if this convergence will make 
a difference at all in benefiting decision makers (Olesen & Cheng, 2011; Masa’deh et al., 2015;Obeidat et al., 
2013; Tarhini et al., 2015). Other researchers found that market in general affected by many factors such as, 
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culture, economic and legal factors and these factors are different across the world; therefore, incentives to 
produce reliable information might also differ according to these factors (Barlev & Haddad, 2007). Research 
about fair value usefulness as accounting measure generally was conducted in many advanced countries; 
however, extending such research about fair value in developing countries can increase and contribute for the 
generalizability use of fair value and moreover results from such research is so helpful to increase the 
harmonization of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) internationally. 
In comparison of recent accounting measures such as fair value with traditional measures like historical cost; fair 
value was superior to historical cost due to its deficiency in reflecting current values of assets or liabilities 
especially for financial instruments. For such reason, it became highly essential to find other measurement 
technique that is both reliable and relevant to reflect current values of assets and liabilities. Several researchers 
supported the use of fair value as more suitable measurement on the ground that this method is capable provides 
more useful information to users than traditional measurement methods. They argued that, fair value approach 
has more incremental effect on market values than historical cost especially for stock price values; the 
explanatory power of fair value was found to more significantly correlate with stock prices than historical cost 
(Barth et al., 2008; Cohen et al., 2015).  
The results of fair value measurement in different countries with deferent firm’s conditions, culture, 
competitiveness level and economic structure is considerably different across countries (Vogiazas and Alexiou, 
2015; Azamand Raza, 2018). Therefore examining fair value in different settings will contribute in more 
generalizability for the application of fair value. According to Deegan & Unerman (2006), conducting several 
researches in different environments can increase the generalizability of the theory in question. Based on 
previous introduction, this study seeks to insure that; if the use of fair value measurement in a small developed 
country such as Jordan with newly emerged market is relevant or not. The study also is expected to extend the 
accounting literature for bringing more valuable insights for both academic researchers and accounting decision 
makers about fair value. 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a review of related theoretical and empirical 
literature, Section 3 presents data and methodology, Section 4 presents the findings, and the last section 
concludes. 
2. Review of Related Literature 
2.1 Fair Value and Relevance Issue 
According to IFRS 13 fair value is defined as: “the price that would be obtained when selling an asset or paid for 
a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at a measurement date”; the meaning of fair 
value include both of entry price and exit price (IFRS 13, 2012). With reference to according to accounting 
conceptual framework; an accounting measurement should be used only if it is reflects the best relevant and 
reliable value. The accounting standards assured that accounting number must have the ability to predict future, 
confirm past on timely basis (Francis & Schipper, 1999). Moreover, an accounting number is relevant if an 
association is witnessed between market values and this number (Barth, 2000). Therefore, relevancy and 
reliability that characterize the financial information are regarded as the two accounting qualities that taken in to 
consideration when selecting evaluating different accounting measurement methods (Barth et al., 2001).  
In accounting literature a lot of debate arises with or against the use of fair value as an accounting measurement; 
supporters of fair value pointed out that, fair value is more relevant for decision than historical cost based on the 
fact that its reflects current market values. Hence, historical cost should have less attention when we seeking for 
relevant and up to date values. Supports also criticized historical cost practically at inflation periods because 
historical cost is very weak to reflect any increase or decrease in market prices (Deegan & Unerman, 2006). 
Another argument against historical cost that is; the accounting numbers produced lacks comparability if 
compared to fair value numbers (Riahi Belkaoui, 2004). 
Although there was an agreement on the fact that fair value is more relevant than historical cost, opponent of fair 
value argued that in some cases fair value is less reliable than historical cost especially if efficient market prices 
are absent (Alkhadash & Abdullatif, 2009; Carroll et al., 2003; Song, 2015). Nevertheless, fair value also was 
supported as an exit price based on the ground that it represents current value and up-to-date numbers that reflect 
true the economic substance (Penman, 2007). Another argument that supports fair value is that, current 
accounting values can harmonize the accounting practices worldwide through achieving more comparability in 
accounting numbers (Barlev & Haddad, 2007). 
Despite of all fair value benefits conservative accounting scholars oppose this measurement method claiming 
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that fair value measures distorts income through the inclusion of unrealized gains and losses. Moreover; they 
claimed that fair value is less reliable than traditional measures. Opponents also argued that numbers of fair 
values are costly to prepare, and gives manager’s the chance for discretion and moral hazard (Evans, 2003). Fair 
value also was criticized by its tendency to cause ambiguous volatility in income and thus damaging the 
reliability of accounting numbers (Penman, 2007; Joshi etal., 2016; Sodan, 2015). Some scholars showed 
concerns about irrelevance of fair value due to the incompetency of exit prices to faithfully represent some assets 
such as work in process, inventory or unique assets (Benston, 2008). Another concern arises with fair value use 
is its failure to estimate reasonable future cash flows due to the subjectivity of estimations (Ronen, 2008). In 
Europe; the European Central Bank report (2004) revealed some concerns from the potential wider use of fair 
values which might result in suspicious increase in the volatility of banks’ balance sheets and hence reducing 
their ability for these banks to react with adverse shocks. This volatility concerns were arising from the fear of 
artificial fair values numbers.  
In efficient market theory, market prices that are obtained from weak financial markets are questioned in terms of 
reliability because such markets are incapable to capture real prices (American Bankers Association, 2008). 
Moreover, efficient market theory assumes that fair value can work well only, if efficient market conditions are 
available such as liquidity and stability. The financial crises in 2009 bring to the surface many questions 
concerning the use of fair value, many doubts were raised about fair value numbers and their role in the crises. 
After the crises fair value was accused that it was the main cause for bankruptcy of many worldwide financial 
institution. Proponents of fair value defended for this accusation claiming that fair value always acts as a 
messenger that carries the values of assets and liabilities and therefore it is innocent from this accusation. The 
defenders also pointed out that, fair value works as a thermometer, it only mirrors reality, and it does not create it; 
therefore quitting fair value and returning back to historical cost will deepen the wound; and consequently this 
absence of fair value might make the market loss any early warnings for such problems (Laux & Leuz, 2010; Li 
& Luo, 2016). 
2.2 Measurement of Financial Instruments 
The measurement of financial instruments is regarded as one of most complicated issues in accounting standards. 
According to the substituted International Accounting Standard 39 (IAS 39) financial instruments are classified 
to four categories; firstly financial assets or liabilities at fair value profit or loss; secondly Held-to-maturity 
investments; thirdly Loans and receivables; and finally available-for-sale instruments. The new enacted and 
applied IFRS 9 that replaced IAS 39 starting 2013 revised the previous IAS 39 four classifications for only two 
types; financial instruments at amortized cost and financial instruments at fair value (IASB, 2009). The new 
applied IFRS 9 standard provided more guidance for measurement of financial instruments; the guidelines 
worked as a base for directing accountants and management to apply the most reliable and relevant type of 
accounting measurement. Although Fair value has become the preferred option for many users of accounting 
information; the standards prevented fair value from being applied in some cases when historical cost is regarded 
as the best measurement.  
Another newly issued IFRS standard that guides the measurement of fair value is IFRS 13; this standard 
classified fair value measures to three levels. The first level is the most reliable to measure fair value; this level is 
applied when identical prices for assets and liabilities are available in market. Level two is less reliable than level 
one, fair value is determined for assets and liabilities based on the value of other similar prices of assets and 
liabilities in market. The third level is considered the least reliable level for estimate fair value; this level 
depends on management estimation for the market value of assets and liabilities (IFRS 13).  
2.3 Empirical Research 
Many of previous empirical literature was conducted on the issue of fair value relevance; this research has a 
great focus on the effects of fair value measures on company’s income, stock prices, cash flows and market 
values. These studies discussed and reviewed the benefits, pitfalls and the consequences that are expected from 
such method application.  
Barth (1994) study was regarded from the first studies that investigated the use of fair value. She examined how 
fair value measures of financial instruments are reflected in share prices in comparison in comparison to those 
values based on historical cost. The study results showed that, fair value measures of financial instruments 
appeared to have more significant explanatory power than those of cost measures. The results also revealed that, 
fair value measures have less measurement error than historical costs measures. The results confirmed that, fair 
values of securities gains or losses have no significant incremental explanatory power as the researcher expected. 
Similar results was also found by Nelson (1996) after assuring the previous results found by Barth (1994) when 
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evaluating the correlation between market value of common equity of banks with fair value estimates. His results 
suggested that fair values of investment securities have more incremental explanatory power relative to book 
value and exhibit reliable evidence of significant incremental explanatory power in the fair value estimates for 
such type of financial instruments. 
In according literature, any difference in amount between fair value and historical cost numbers is regarded as 
holing gains or losses; these holding gains or losses are computed by subtracting book value from market value. 
Some researchers pointed out that the recognition of holding gains or losses proved to have influence on the 
company value. For example; Simko (1999) investigated the net cumulative effect of holding gains for financial 
assets, financial liabilities, and derivative contracts for nonfinancial firms. After employing Ohlson model (1995) 
to examine the market value of equity relation with three variables: holding gains of financial assets, financial 
liabilities, and derivative contracts. His results showed only fair value of holding gains for financial liabilities is 
correlated to market value. His final results concluded that, the low explanatory power for some assets and 
liabilities is attributed to accounting rules that prevent the recognition of gains or losses for such assets and 
liabilities. 
Previous literature also focused on the relationship between fair value and earning arises from the realization of 
abnormal returns. Several researchers proved that market value is fluctuated by the amount comprehensive 
income results from fair value revaluation (Kanagaretnam et al., 2009;  Brickner et al., 2007; Sun, 2014; 
Strouhal, 2015). The same results also was achieved by Paik (2009) when he find association between changes 
of revaluation reserves and stock prices for 15 European countries for the year 2005. Likewise, in Europe 
particularly France, Arouria et al (2012) after extending Ohlson (1995) model for more general context in which 
different income volatility is captured through its relation with stock returns and market prices. The study main 
findings confirmed Ohlson (1995)’s model in that the fundamentals of fair value are relevant in explaining 
changes in stock prices.  
The issue of faithfulness of fair value information continued to be examined by scholars through its relation with 
various accounting results. Dimos (2011) after questioning the usefulness of fair value use in valuation of 
European banks; he showed that fair value results for loans, advances, derivatives and other debt are extremely 
value relevant. This result assured the acceptable use of fair value estimates; the findings also approved that the 
cost for equity capital was decreased post the use of IFRS fair value measures.  
Other than research conducted in USA and more developed countries fair value has also gained the considerable 
attention by many countries. Hassan and Saleh (2010) investigated the use of fair value for financial instruments 
disclosures in Malaysia. Their results suggested that, the absence of such measurement in market is too risky for 
investor’s activities. The association between disclosures of fair value and market price found relevant and fair 
value measurement proved positive consequences on reflecting actual market value. In Middle East countries 
many of conducted research was also found about fair value measurement; several studies investigated such 
accounting measurement method and its relevance for serving and improving decision making process. 
El-Shamy and Kayed (2005) examined the relationship between market prices and fair value for Kuwaiti firms; 
based on Ohlson (1995) framework the results of the study asserted that, the incremental information content of 
earnings using fair value found higher than that of book values. In the same stream, Al-Barrak (2011) confirmed 
similar results and found a great association existed between current market values and future cash flow. 
Moreover, his results also showed that, earnings based on fair values provide more incremental explanatory 
power beyond that provided by current cash flows. In United Arab Emirates Khanagha (2011) also confirmed 
gulf region results about fair value. However, his results likewise suggest that, the incremental information 
content of cash flows’ was increased post-IFRS newly emerged measurement methods such as fair value.  
As for Jordanian market several studies also conducted regarding fair value measurement. Almost all of these 
studies encouraged this measurement use (Koury, 2000; Siam & Abdullatif, 2011; Alkhadash & Abdullatif, 2009; 
Al-saeed, 2008; Al-Yaseen and Alkhadash, 2011; Alfatih et al., 2015). Many of these studies privileged and 
preferred fair value as a measurement for assets such as financial instruments rather than historical cost. From 
the important Jordanian a study conducted by Alkhadash (2012) that examined the effect of implementing fair 
value accounting under IAS 40 for Jordanian firms. His study revealed that, market value of share prices was 
generally associated with fair value disclosures. Furthermore, the study showed that, the inclusion of unrealized 
gains and losses affect the net income. The net income and book values jointly and individually are found 
positively and significantly related to stock prices; hence, fair value disclosures are proved to be relevant. 
Another respected Jordanian study related to the subject, is the study of Alkhadash & Abdullatif (2009) whom 
investigated economic consequences of fair value on Jordanian commercial and investment banks for the period 
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from 2002 to 2006. The findings of their study also confirmed the importance of fair value measures and 
revealed its significance association with market values of stocks; the final conclusion of the study supported the 
use of value in evaluating financial instruments.  
We can summarize our previously reviewed literature about fair value that, almost in all countries research 
results have found that fair value accounting is value relevant and affects share prices, earnings, market values 
and future performance. On the other hand, these studies have also reported some concerns about the use of fair 
value accounting especially if the suitable market conditions for fair value use are absent.  
3. Data and Methodology 
3.1 Data 
The community of the study includes the financial companies listed in Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) for the 
years (2012-2016) including banks, insurance, real state and diversified financial services. Companies that 
applied fair value revaluations and those that did not. The total number of companies was 108 with 540 
observations.  Financial data was obtained from the Jordanian companies’ guide 2017 and from the yearly 
annual reports. The related literature for the study was obtained from journal papers, conferences, thesis, 
accounting text books and any other necessary sources.  
3.2 Methodology 
According to accounting conceptual framework any financial information is relevant if it is provide reasonable, 
faithful and current values for decision maker. Therefore, relevant measurement methods have to reflect any 
changes in current value of assets and liabilities with acceptable transparency.  
As previously mentioned in literature the reported unrealized gains and losses resulted from fair values 
revaluations are showed in income or in owners' equity for current period; and when these gains or losses are 
disclosed to the market they effects the market value for companies (Barth, 2000; Alkhadash, 2012). One of the 
most popular widely used models for market valuation is Ohlson model (1995); it is known as the balance sheet 
valuation model. This model is derived from the popular accounting equation; according to this model, market 
value of a stock equity equals the sum of the book values of the firm’s assets minus liabilities. The model can be 
expressed as follows: 

 Market Value of Equity = Book value of assets – Book value of liabilities + E(1) 
To isolate financial instruments from other types of assets the model is decomposed as follows: 
 Market Value of Equity = Book value financial instruments + Book value other assets – Book   

                              Value other liabilities + Fair value financial instruments + E  (2) 
Therefore, the empirical model that will be employed in our study is:  

        P it = αo + α1 FVFI it + α2BVFI it + α3 BVOA it - α4 BVOL it + Eti(3) 
Where; 
P it: company market value represented by stock price at the end of year t. 
FVFI it: company i fair value of financial instruments at the end of year t.  
BVFI it: company i Book value of financial instruments at the end of year t. BVFI it is measured as fair value of 
financial instruments (less or plus) revaluations of financial instruments. 
BVOA it: company i book value of other assets at the end of year t. BVOA it is measured as non-financial assets 
less financial instruments. 
BVOL it: company I book value of other liabilities at the end of year t. BVOL it is measured asnon-financial 
liabilities less financial liabilities.  
4. The Findings 
4.1 Summary Statistics 
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics for the dependent and independent variables of the study that discussed in 
equation (3). As appear from the table results, the mean value of P (mean: 1.965; median: 1.328) is close to its 
median which can be explained to mean that; share prices of financial instruments volatile in market and 
reasonably reflects participant’s evaluations of market share prices. The book value of financial instruments and 
fair value of financial instruments of Jordanian financial sector are relatively close to each other’s (11409 and 
11371) the change in fair value from book value is approximately about 0.003 this can be explained that 
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Jordanian investors are very cautious when evaluating market values. Other variables such as BVOA, BVOL, 
have mean values greater than their medians, with very high standard deviation; this can be referred to the 
difference in size between banks and other types of financial companies. The descriptive results of the model 
variables show that the mean of FVFI is greater than the mean of BVFI by a net change of 39 million. This result 
indicates that Jordanian financial company’s reports include unrealized gains and losses because of fair value use; 
As we mentioned in our model FVFI equals BVFI plus (less) of fair value revaluations. In the next tests of the 
study we will examine which of BVFI or FVFI have more ability to capture the market value for Jordanian 
financial companies. 
 
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of the study Variables 

 P FVFI (000,000) BVOA (000,000) BVOL (000,000) BVFI (000,000) 
Mean 1.965 11409 49369 2616 11371 
Median 1.328 5825 22316 812 5886 
Std. Deviation 1.777 19282 88154 5469 19034 
Minimum 0.134 57 -1347 237 95 
Maximum 9.459 88921 385161 36802 88177 
*N = 540 
 
4.2 Analysis and Discussion 
Before conducting the correlation test, normality of the study sample was tested and the results showed that the 
sample was normally distributed. Therefore, Pearson Correlation was chosen to test Correlation between the 
model variables. 
Table 2 shows the correlation matrix results between the model variables of equation (3). The results show a high 
correlation between book value of financial instruments BVFI and fair value of financial instruments FVFI. 
Therefore, Multicollinearity may exist between these two independent variables; hence, we will exclude BVFI 
from our equation because the focus of the study is to examine FVFI. However, before conducting the regression 
test Preliminary evidence obtained from correlation that is, superiority of fair value is more correlated with 
market value than book value as appear in the results; correlation of FVFI with share price (0.814), which is 
higher than BVFI correlation (0.671). 
 
Table 2. The Correlation between the Variables of the Model 

  P BVFI BVOA BVOL FVFI 
P Pearson Correlation 1     
 Sig. (2-tailed) .     
BVFI Pearson Correlation .671(**) 1    
 Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .    
BVOA Pearson Correlation .715(**) .963(**) 1   
 Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .   
BVOL Pearson Correlation .418(**) .460(*) .382(**) 1  
 Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .001 .003 .  
FVFI Pearson Correlation .814(**) .957(**) .910(**) .371(*) 1 
 Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .003 . 

N= 540 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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As we discussed earlier the Hypothesis of the study raises the issue for benefiting from fair value estimates in 
financial company’s valuation. Given that, fair value numbers are more relevant for investment decision. The 
regression results of the study model equations (3) are presented in table 3 panel A. As the correlation results 
showed of possible Multicollinearity; the regression will be applied twice. First run when all the model variables 
are included in regression and in the second run when BVFI is excluded from model to overcome 
Multicollinearity effect. The first run of regression is aimed to find which of the two correlated variables BVFI or 
FVFI have the best coefficient, with higher t value, with best significance before excluding book value of 
financial instruments BVFI. 
Panel A in Table 3 indicates the regression results after all independent variables of the model are included in the 
regression. The results showed that the book value of financial instruments (BVFI) is significantly positively 
associated with market value (coefficient = 3.980 & t-stat = 2.639 & sig = 0.010). This result proves that book 
value is beneficial for decision making. In the same table Panel A also show that fair value of financial 
instruments (FVFI) is more value relevant than (BVFI) and more associated with market value; the results 
indicated (coefficient = 4.166 & t-stat = 2.918 & sig = 0.003). These results too prove the superiority of fair 
value over book value; in other wordsFVFI have higher explanatory power for market value (p) than BVFI. As 
appear our results is consistent with the results of (Barth, 1994; Nelson, 1996; Paik, 2009; Alkhadash & 
Abdullatif, 2009; Al-Barak, 2011).  
As mentioned previously in the study about the Multicollinearity that existed between BVFI and FVFI, and that 
the aim of the study to determine the more relevant independent variable that explain the changes in dependent 
variable. Therefore, we will exclude BVFI from the model and focus only on FVFI. Although high correlation 
appeared between BVFI and FVFI in table 3, the variance inflation factor (VIF) for both BVFI and FVFI was < 5.  
Consequently, we repeated the regression of the model as appeared in panel B to capture only the effect of FVFI 
since it’s our objective to examine. Therefore, the new equation will be: 

P it = ßo+ ß1 FVFI it + ß2 BVOA it - ß3 BVOL it + Eti               (4) 
Panel B Table 3 provide regression results of equation 3 after excluding BVFI , its evidenced from the results 
that FVFI being positive and significantly associated with market value with a coefficient = 7.058, t-stat = 2.924 
and  Sig = 0.000. This result is also consistent with (Barth, 1994; Nelson, 2006; Alkhadash & Abdullatif, 2009; 
Hassan & Saleh, 2010).  
 
Table 3. Regression Results for Association between Financial Instruments Fair Value and Market Value. 

Panel A:   P it  = αo + α1 FVFI it+  α2 BVFI it + α3 BVOA it -  α4 BVOL it + E it 

Model  
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. VIF 

  B 
Std. 

Error Beta    
1 
 
 
 
 

(Constant) 1.533 .182  6.889** .000  
FVFI 4.166 .000 13.647 2.918 ** .003 4.502 
BVFI 3.980 .000 13.477 2.639 ** .010 4.961 
BVOA 2.157 .000 .336 1.588 .175 1.701 
BVOL 3.810 .000 .036 .542 .505 1.098 

N= 540        R2 = 0.649       Adj R2 = 0.637 F-stat = 42.752 Sig = 0.0000 

Panel B    P it  = ßo+  ß1 FVFI it + ß2 BVOA it -  ß3 BVOL it + E it     

Model  
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. VIF 

  B Std. Error Beta    
1 
 
 

(Constant) 1.373 .194  6.176** .000  
FVFI 7.058 .000 .246 2.924 ** .000 0.861 
BVOA 2.997 .000 .468 2.359 ** .004 0.926 
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 BVOL 3.294 .000 .032 .445 .484 1.206 

N= 540       R2 = 0. 626       Adj R2 = 0. 615 F-stat = 49.371      Sig = 0.0000 
* Sig at 5%  ** Sig at 1% 
 
However, the fair value of financial instruments, as the results show, provide more explanatory power of market 
value represented in share price, and its significantly positively related with market values beyond those of book 
values (Barth, 1994; Carroll et al., 2003; Barth et al., 2001; Nelson, 2006; Danbolt & Rees, 2008; Kanagaretnam 
et al., 2009). Generally, our previously results is consistent with almost all the findings of global, regional and 
local results concerning the issue of the study. Consequently, fair value measurement was found relevant to 
reflect the market value of financial instruments for Jordanian financial companies. 
5. Conclusions 
This study was motivated by the shortage of empirical studies in emerged markets (Jordan an example) on how 
market value is associated with the type of accounting measurement. Many argued that fair value model is 
considered superior to other types of accounting measurements such as historical cost. Fair value is supported on 
the ground that it’s more helpful in presenting values of assets and liabilities and provide more faithful picture 
about the company’s financial values. In the contrary, opponents of fair value model argued that, uncertainty that 
might be associated with the use of fair value might cause unsatisfied volatility in the accounting information 
numbers. Moreover, they argued that the use can distort financial statements with subjective numbers and thus 
mislead investors and creditors. Therefore, the primary objective of the study was to investigate whether the 
adoption of such measurement (FV) is useful for financial reporting environment or not and can support the 
ongoing use of fair value.  
Our general findings of the study after examining the association between fair value measurement and market 
value for financial companies provided conclusive evidence about the significant relationship that existed 
between fair value measurements and market value. Hence, fair value use in Jordan is relevant similar to other 
countries worldwide. These results also can be added to the other international and local literature for confirming 
the importance of fair value application. Our overall results assured that fair value measurements is applicable, 
relevant, reliable and serve the primary objective of accounting information for helping the different users in 
their decision.  
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